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South Africa
Market Potential
South Africa has positioned itself as one of
the most accessible and well-regulated entry
points into Africa’s fast-growing consumer
market. With a large urban population, solid
infrastructure and commercial standards
generally comparable to those in developed
economies, the country offers attractive
opportunities to investors. Concerns remain,
however, in terms of ongoing political and socio-

economic uncertainties exacerbated by several
years of slow economic growth, as well as high
youth unemployment and sporadic energy
shortages. The pandemic, too, has had a major
impact, with 2.2m jobs lost in the first quarter
of 2020. The IMF loan should help buttress
public finances and the fund is optimistic
about the country’s post-pandemic recovery,
forecasting GDP growth of 3.1% in 2021.

South Africa is expected to represent
in Africa by 2030

11%

“

South Africa has ample agricultural storage facilities; and
the value chains are mature and well-integrated, operating
within a liberalised market environment.
Wandile Sihlobo, Chief Economist,
Agricultural Business Chamber of South Africa
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South Africa
Food Retail
South Africa is the biggest market for food and
beverage products in southern Africa, with the
country’s well-developed retail sector serving as
a gateway to other markets in the region. In 2019
food retail sales reached a total of $54.2bn, up
from $52.2bn in 2018, while imports of consumeroriented products increased from $2.6bn to
$2.67bn. The food retail industry employs around
450,000 individuals across the meat, fish, fruit,
dairy, grains and beverages subsectors. Food
production remains highly concentrated in the
country, and although there are approximately
1800 food-production businesses in operation,
together the top-10 companies account for more
than 80% of the industry’s revenue. As with many
other countries around the world, the Covid-19
pandemic has shifted consumption patterns in
South Africa, with people increasingly migrating
online to order food and purchase goods.
The South African e-commerce
market was estimated to be worth
$3bn in 2019, and is forecast to
expand at a CAGR of 13% between
2019 and 2024

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Trends and market drivers in South Africa’s
food retail landscape

Top-10 growth products in South Africa

• Increasing appetite for health and wellness foods as
consumers become more health conscious
• Retail sector growth leading to development of new
shopping malls and supermarkets, as well as expansion
of existing ones
• Urbanisation and growing middle class driving demand
for convenient, ready-to-eat foods and longer store hours
• Changing consumer profile from immigrant demographic
leading to demand for diversification of food types
• Growing demand for fair trade and organically produced
food items

1. Food ingredients

6. Food preparations

2. Rice

7. Whiskies

3. Wheat & meslin

8. Live cattle

4. Chicken cuts & edible offal

9. Soybean oilcake

5. Palm oil

10. Beer made from malt

Use of online shopping services in South Africa by frequency, Jun-Nov 2020 (% of respondents)
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South Africa
Distribution Channels
South African wholesalers import
consumer goods to sell to retailers
at a markup, but retail organisations
can also buy directly from exporters
in other countries. Purchasers within
the latter group include consumer
corporations, department stores and
cooperative groups of independent
retailers, all of which can assume the
role of wholesalers and be in charge
of warehousing, stocking and selling.
Small retail outlets are common in
rural areas of South Africa, whereas
supermarkets and hypermarkets
are located in suburban regions and
represent over 90% of inventory.
South Africa’s Shoprite is the continent’s
biggest supermarket chain, operating
in 14 countries. South African retailers
were among the first on the continent
to expand beyond national borders
and even to other regions of the world,
albeit with mixed results.
Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Key market players

Supermarkets

Wine

Dairy

Red Meat

Grains

Shoprite

Bottleshop

Malans Dairy

Theron’s Meat Products

N 1 Restaurant Suppliers

Spar

Meridian Wine Merchants

Genuine Foods

Karan Beef

Maize Suppliers Co

Pick n Pay

Somerset Wines Direct

Clover

N 1 Restaurant Suppliers

Pioneer Foods

Woolworths Holdings
Limited

Great Domaines

Lactalis South Africa

Hume International

BKB Grain Storage

Massmart

VDP Distributors

Fairfield Dairy

South Atlantic Meat
Import & Export CC

Humbolt Global

Graphics sources: worldbank.org; retailgazette.co.uk
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South Africa
Conclusions & Recommendations
While there is a high level of local food
production, South Africa offers a variety of
niche opportunities for exporters. The consumer
market is mature and competitive, and new
products need to offer specialised benefits
and be cost-competitive to be successful. With
relatively strong infrastructure, commercial
standards comparable to advancedeconomies,

Challenges

Untapped global export
potential

• Competition from locally
produced, quality cheap wines,
as well as high-end types

• Wine of fresh grapes: $8.5m
• Sparkling wine: $15.3m

• International suppliers are strong in these
products
• Consecutive years of drought negatively
impacted local production

• Competition from New Zealand
and the EU

•
•
•
•

• Imports account for half of wheat consumed
• Current export restrictions in the EU and the
Black Sea work in favour of Australian producers

• Price-based competition from
the Black Sea and the EU
• Strong competition from France
in barley

• Wheat: $303.3m
• Whey: $11.1m
• Barley: $1.3m

• Australia is a leading supplier of edible offal of
bovine animals
• Potential for higher volumes of imports

• Competition from the US and
Argentina in edible offal of
bovine animals
• High duty rates

• Live bovine animals: $53.1m
• Bovine meat, frozen: $42m
• Sheep meat: $9.5m

Opportunities
Wine

Dairy

• Increasing consumer familiarity with wine
• Limited but established high-end market
• Many local wine producers had to close due to
the economic fallout of the pandemic

Grains

Meat

and a well-developed banking system, South
Africa is a springboard to neighbouring countries.
High concentration in the food retail market,
with players working to penetrate other African
countries, provides exporters with channels to
penetrate the wider region. For market entry, it
is beneficial to have a reputable local importer or
distributor to help apply for necessary permits.

Agri-business Expansion Initiative
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Butter: $11.4m
Cheese: $24.3m
Low-fat milk powder: $13.8m
Milk: $11m

Strengths

Weaknesses

• Among the largest, most advanced and
stable economies on the continent
• Favourable geographic location
• Comparatively strong infrastructure,
highly developed financial and banking
system, and solid commercial standards
• Population already highly urbanised; this
trend is expected to continue
• Australia’s largest African trading partner
• Structural, environmental and seasonal
similarities with Australia
• Immigration of many South Africans to
Australia; commercial ties
• Modern, large-scale retail channels such
as supermarkets are prevalent
• Widespread use of the English language

• Economy under severe pressure due to
economic and social issues
• Political and social unrest due to
inequality, unemployment and
government debt disrupts supply chains
• Downward price pressure from weaker
consumer spending associated with the
Covid-19 pandemic
• Import volume requested by local
partners can be low for some products
• Prevalent non-tariff barriers such as
Customs, quarantine and standards
complications
• Legislation can slow business
development
• Exchange controls complicate
repatriation of finances

Opportunities

Threats

• Variety of niche opportunities
• Markets for many products are large
and growing: South Africa is expected
to comprise 11% of African household
consumption by 2030
• Well-established and regulated entry
point to Africa with deepening linkages
for continental trade
• Fluctuations in domestic production
driven by extreme weather events
may provide short-term opportunities,
especially in dairy and wine
• 0% duties erode preferences for free
trade agreement partners in certain
products
• Australia and South Africa established
a bilateral Action Plan that includes
efforts to remove non-tariff barriers

• Domestic food-processing industry is the
most advanced in the region
• Uncertain outlook has fuelled concerns
about rising cost of imports
• Self-sufficient or considerable
competition from domestic producers
offering quality at cheaper prices in
many products
• Strong price-based competition from
neighbours and Black Sea producers
• Economic Partnership Agreement
between the EU and the Southern
African Development Community offers
EU producers significant advantages over
almost all other non-African exporters
• Political preference for BRICS
• Trade barriers and delays in resolution
can occur; more be more of a problem
in the event of a recession
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Egypt
Mohsen El Bahaie

Business Development Manager
Australian Trade and Investment Commission

Egypt
Market Potential

Largest consumer market in the Arab world

As one of the best-performing economies in the MENA
region before the pandemic, Egypt remains well poised
to resume its path to sustainable growth in the medium
term, guided by the Egypt Vision 2030 strategy.
Challenges persist, including rising government debt
and social pressures from high levels of unemployment
and inflation, but the economy is expected to expand
in the near term. This is thanks in large part to the
successful maintenance of macroeconomic stability
while protecting much-needed public spending and
moving forwards with a comprehensive reform agenda.

In June 2020 the IMF approved a 12-month, $5.2bn standby arrangement for Egypt to address its financing needs
Under the National Structural Reform Programme,
Egypt aims to:
• Increase the share of agriculture, industry and ICT to
GDP by 2024
• Raise the share of agricultural products to 25% of the
total by 2024
• Provide 430,000-530,000 new jobs by 2024
• Improve its ranking in the Global Food Security Index
from 60th in 2020 to 50th by 2024
• Reduce the overall budget deficit to 5.5% of GDP by FY
2023/24, compared to 8% in FY 2019/20
• Achieve annual economic growth of 6-7% by FY 2023/24

“

Population, 2020-30F (m)

Select economic indicators, 2016-20
GDP per capita ($)

The country’s large and rapidly growing population,
robust fundamentals, strategic location and track record
of reform implementation suggest optimism despite
an uncertain outlook. The food industry accounts for
22% of Egypt’s total exports; is the second-largest
industry in Egypt in terms of value added, accounting
for 24.5% of GDP; and the largest in terms of industrial
employment, representing 23.2% of the workforce.
However, its potential is hindered by high costs and
low productivity. As such, the country continues to
rely on imports to meet growing demand.
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In the agriculture business, timing is the key
issue because with products traded globally, price
is determined by availability. Egypt has a lot of
opportunity for growth and investment in agriculture
because it has a climate and geography that allows
it to take advantage of the timing factor in global
agriculture trade.
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Egypt
Food Retail
The Egyptian food retail sector was worth an
estimated $17.5bn in 2019, with projections
suggesting demand growth will reach 1520% over the next five years. The sector is
dominated by traditional grocery outlets, which
account for 96% of stores and 80% of total
sales. However, supermarket chains and online
retail channels are growing in both number
and popularity, with the online segment in
particular surging as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic. Egypt’s e-commerce penetration
stood at 2.5% of total retail sales in early 2020,
and the segment is expected to grow at a rate
of 33% annually, to approximately $3bn by
2022. The largest categories in terms of sales
figures are electronics and beauty, although
groceries are growing at the fastest pace.

In focus: Food-based Egyptian start-ups target the country’s $45bn FMCG market
MaxAB – web platform that connects local
informal food and grocery retailers to brands and
suppliers
• More than 600 products
• Closed a $6.2m seed funding round in September 2019
• User base doubled in the early months of the pandemic

Recent developments

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Graphics source: usda.gov

• $200,000 in seed funding announced in 2019
• Partnered with local chains to offer two-hour delivery
in Cairo and Giza
• Fulfilled 400 orders per month in 2020, approximately
30% of which came from its own warehouse
Top-10 growth products in Egypt
1. Frozen beef

• Products already on the market with growth potential:
◦ cheese
◦ beef products
◦ tree nuts

• Top imports of consumer-oriented products:
◦ frozen beef
◦ frez

Traditional grocery outlets
account for 96% of stores
and 80% of total sales

Trolley – Cairo-based grocery delivery web and
mobile platform

• Products with sales potential among wealthier Egyptians:
◦ sweets & snacks
◦ pet food
◦ healthy & nutritional foods

6. Potatoes,
seeds

2. Milk &
cream,
concentrated

7. Cheese

3. Black tea

8. Beef liver

4. Fresh apples

9. Butter

5. Food
preparations

10. Meat &
edible
chicken
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Egypt
Distribution Channels
Key market players
Supermarkets

Wine

Dairy

Red Meat

Grains

Kazyon

Al Ahram Beverages

Sakr Group

Misr Kuwait Investment & Trading
Company

General Authority for Supply Commodities (GASC)
- Holding Company for Food Industries
- Egyptian Holding Company for Silos and Storage
- General Company for Silos and Storage
- Egyptian Agriculture Bank
GASC is the world’s largest purchaser of wheat,
buying 40-50% of Egypt’s annual wheat imports

Lulu Hypermarkets

Cheers Egypt

Al Saidi

International Company for Import &
General Trading

Grainco / Groupe Soufflet

BIM

Drinkies Egypt

Dina Farms

Taiba Farms

Mediterranean Egypt

Mansour Group

DutyFree EgyptAir

El Kholy for Import & Export

Magdy Mandour for Import & Export

Asina for Import & Export

Arab Dairy Products Company

AM Foods Group

Carrefour
On the run
Gourmet
Spinneys
Seoudi
Alfa Market

“

HyperOne

In order to attract foreign investment, we need to capitalise on Egypt’s increased imports from abroad, which can cumulatively
contribute to the country’s development as a centre for supply chain management and logistics.

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Mohamed Abdel Wahab, Chief Executive Director, General Authority for Investment and Free Zones

Graphics sources: worldbank.org; businesswire.com

Quote source: OBG The Report: Egypt 2020
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Egypt
Conclusions & Recommendations
As a key investment centre in the Middle East and
Africa with one of the biggest consumer markets
in the region, Egypt is well placed for recovery.
It is the largest importer of wheat globally and
relies heavily on Black Sea producers. A variety of
factors provide an opening for Australian exports
– notably, a lack of Russian wheat, the rise in
the Baltic Exchange’s main sea freight index and
the recent decision to allow international wheat
suppliers to directly present shipment bids for their
Opportunities

Strengths

cargoes. The crisis has entrenched consumers’
price sensitivity, with households spending an
increasing share of their budget on food. Despite
strong competition, cost-competitive Australian
products can capture market share, especially
by differentiating from the competition based
on health benefits. Ongoing harmonisation in
the patchwork of food-related regulations and
institutions is reducing trade barriers, though close
ties with intermediaries remain crucial for entry.
Challenges

Untapped global
export potential

Wine

• High-end wines popular
among wealthier consumers
• Growing interest from
Western-influenced young
people

• Prohibitive import duties, price implications
• Low consumption of alcohol and primacy of
beer
• Strict sales regulations and ban on advertising
form obstacles to market creation

Grains

• High wheat consumption
• Largest importer of wheat
looking to diversify sources

• Freight costs
• GACS positioning based on Russian policies
(such as cancelling tenders)

• Durum wheat: $30m
• Barley: $3.9m

• High volume of imported
edible offal

• Specific rules and standards for market entry
• Competition from Brazil and domestic
producers

• Bovine cuts, frozen: $1.1bn
• Live bovine animals: $200m

•
•
•
•

• Price concerns strengthen dominance of
domestic cheese producers
• New Zealand and the EU are the main
competitors in butter and cheese

• Low-fat milk powder: $81m
• Milk powder: $26.4m

Meat

Dairy

Yoghurt
Sour milk
Cheese
Drinking milk

Agri-business Expansion Initiative
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• Straddles Africa and the Middle East
• Large and growing market; increasing
demand for diverse agricultural
commodities, food and beverages
• Advantageous geopolitical position
• IMF support programme and credible
reform commitment
• Strong foreign exchange reserves
• Structural shortage of several agri-food
products and increasing water poverty
• Small but affluent middle and upper
class with the second-highest number of
ultra-high-net-worth individuals in Africa
• Presence of Australian-owned food and
beverage companies (e.g., Gourmet
Egypt)

Opportunities
• Expected to remain highly dependent
on food imports to meet the needs of a
rapidly growing population
• Largest global importer of wheat;
heavily reliant on Black Sea producers
and keen to diversify sources
• Ongoing harmonisation in food safety
legislation
• High-end market is limited but offers
opportunities
• Young people are developing a taste for
new products, including alcohol
• Health awareness flourishing among
consumers; room for new product
alternatives

Weaknesses
• Low average income, declining
purchasing power and high price
sensitivity
• Political and social instability from
rising poverty and cost of living
• Sizeable informal economy (50% of
GDP)
• Difficulty doing business (e.g., lengthy
import procedures, bureaucracy,
corruption, weak intellectual property
protections, slow resolution of
commercial disputes)
• Highly fragmented distribution
system with a lot of small players and
traditional markets

Threats
• High duties on certain products
• General Organisation for Export and
Import Control registration requirement
for some imports; often lengthy and
opaque process
• Weaker Egyptian pound expected
• Competitive domestic producers;
consumer loyalty and price-sensitivity
for many products
• Competition from global suppliers
with material advantages under free
trade agreements (EU and Turkey in
agriculture; Brazil [Mercosur] in fresh
meat; Agadir, COMESA, AfCFTA)
• Strict labelling and packaging
requirements for food imports
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Ghana
John Atiamoah

Business Development Manager
Australian Trade and Investment Commission

Ghana
Market Potential
In addition to a dynamic domestic market of 31m
consumers, Ghana is the gateway to 250m people in
the wider ECOWAS. The government has managed
the pandemic relatively effectively and is keen to
seize the opportunities embedded in the current
crisis to move forwards as a nation with the help
of its two-phase Ghana Covid-19 Alleviation and
Revitalisation of Enterprises Support, or CARES,
programme. The initiative aims to stabilise then
revitalise the economy with targeted policies in
various areas, such as supporting commercial
farming, ensuring the delivery of unfinished public
projects, developing Ghana’s light manufacturing
sector, enhancing the digital economy and improving

the nation’s food security, among others. In the
near term, businesses and consumers are still under
strain, and the rise in public expenditure, coupled
with the decline in revenue, pose a considerable
threat to debt sustainability and fiscal stability.
Additionally, the country continues to be highly
dependent on food imports to meet the needs of its
growing population, despite the agriculture sector’s
important role in the economy as an employer
to 29.8% of the workforce. Nevertheless, the
IMF expects the economy to resume its upward
trajectory, with expansion of 4.8% forecast in 2021,
driven by a rebound in mining and services.

Economic indicators, 2016-20
Inflation (%)

GDP ($ bn)
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2017

The first building blocks towards commercial
farming are increasing awareness of agricultural
best practices and providing farmers with the
capacity to enhance productivity.
Jihane Ajijti, Head of Strategy, OCP Africa

Population, 2020, 2025F & 2030F (m)

GDP per capita ($)
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Quote source: OBG Agriculture in Africa Focus Report 2021
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Ghana
Food Retail
Ghana is the 11th-largest grocery retail market in
Africa, and the second largest in West Africa after
Nigeria. Food and non-alcoholic beverages account for
41% of household spending in Ghana, and traditional
open-air markets continue to be the dominant channel
for customers, accounting for 60% of total retail sales.
Moreover, roughly 90% of local staple foodstuffs –
Retail channels, 2017 (% of total sales)
Corner shops & small
grocery stores – 36%
• Tend to buy from subwholesalers or super
retailers located in
traditional markets
• Some with larger
capital buy from
wholesalers

Noodles & other pasta products

Frozen poultry & fish products

• Hypermarkets and supermarkets buy from the following:
◊ Importers/distributors/agents
◊ Wholesalers
◊ Sub-wholesalers

Tomato puree & tomato puree
concentrate

• Supermarkets account for 90% of the purchases of
high-value products by importers and wholesalers

Bottled vegetable cooking oil

• Products at markets are priced roughly 5% lower than
other retail outlets
• Roughly 90% of local staple foodstuffs – including meat,
fresh fruit and vegetables, and either local or imported
frozen fish – are sold to consumers at traditional markets

Graphics source: usda.gov

A growing middle class suggests promising
sales potential for the following food retail
products in Ghana:

Supermarkets – 4%

Traditional open-air markets – 60%
• Retailers in this category tend to buy from sub-wholesalers
or super-retailers due to limited capital

• Unreliable electricity
supply means very
few in this category
stock frozen foods

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

including meat, fresh fruit and vegetables, and either
local or imported frozen fish – are sold to consumers
at traditional markets. In addition to open-air markets,
the food retail sector consists of two other main
subsectors: corner shops and small grocery stores,
and supermarkets. The former accounts for 36% of
total sales, while the latter represents a share of 4%.

Non-alcoholic beverages (tea,
coffee, fruit juice & soft drinks)
Baby foods, including infant formula
& cereal baby foods
Breakfast cereals, including oatmeal
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Ghana
Distribution Channels
Despite rising urbanisation over the
last two decades, a well developed
distribution network has yet to
emerge in Ghana’s grocery retail
sector. Combined, supermarkets
and hypermarkets account for
around 4% of total retail sales,
while convenience stores and small
grocery outlets capture 36%, and
traditional open markets 60%.Open-

air markets remain the backbone
of the country’s food supply chain,
as most basic and inexpensive
foodstuffs are sold at these venues.
Indeed, such markets maintain the
strongest presence in Ghana and
West Africa as a whole since they
offer affordable and accessible food
to low-income households. However,
pan-African – and specifically South

African – retailers are starting to
shift the norm. Large players such
as Massmart, Shoprite, Edcon and
Woolworths have outlets in Ghana,
while Africa’s largest food service
franchiser Famous Brands entered
the market in 2017.
E-commerce, for its part, is relatively
new in Ghana. According to a 2020

Key market players

Urbanisation, 2010-20 (% of total population)

Supermarkets

Wine

Dairy

Red Meat

Grains

Melcom

Say Cheers

Arla Dano Milk

Kühne + Heitz

All Grain
Wholesale

Maxmart

Edward Snell & Co

Kühne + Heitz

Derrickson Meat

Cereal Investments
Company

A&C Mall

Don Emilio

FanMilk, a Danone Boyd
International
Company

Palace

Imexco Ghana

Shoprite

West Africa and
Gulf Company Ltd

study by WopeDigital, over 80% of
e-commerce websites in the country
were found to be less than 10
years old, with the average domain
name having existed for only five
years. The majority of e-commerce
websites focus on fashion, electronics
and entertainment, while food and
groceries make up the fifth-largest
online retailer product category.

LlamiGh Frozen
Foods

Olam
International
Flour Mills of
Ghana Ltd
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Ghana
Conclusions & Recommendations
It would be beneficial to conduct due diligence on
all potential new business contacts, retain freight
forwarders and work with a local representative.
It is also advisable for exporters to verify import
requirements with their customers, who are
best positioned to inquire about such matters
with local authorities before shipment, and to
consider reports of product deterioration caused
by delays when estimating conformity with shelf-

life requirements. Products targeting wealthier
Ghanaians and business and leisure travellers
have considerable market potential, given that
the wealthiest 10% account for one-third of total
consumption. As few tariff barriers apply, the
competitive landscape is open to niche products
and new suppliers. Offering attractive financing
options to buyers could help secure business
and put Australian firms at an advantage.

• Wholly imported product with few
barriers
• Growing popularity among wealthier
consumers and travellers

• Niche but avid consumers
• Imported wine costs 40-50% more
than beer and other alcoholic
beverages, and not as widely
distributed

Dairy

Grains

Untapped global export
potential

Challenges

Opportunities
Wine

Strengths

• Wines of fresh grapes: $12.7m
• Sparkling wine of fresh grapes:
$5.1m
•
•
•
•

Low-fat milk powder: $17.5m
Milk powder: $5.4m
Whey: $4m
Concentrated milk & cream:
$3.3m

• High volumes and potential for
greater imports given consistent
deficits and rapid population growth

• Product deterioration at port due to
delays

• Completely reliant on imports
• Russian export restrictions and prices
present entry opportunity

• Competition from Canada, the EU
and recently Turkey
• Vitamin-enrichment requirements

• Wheat, excluding durum:
$162.2m
• Durum wheat: $1.4m

• Potential for higher volume of imports

• Fat-content requirements
• Red meat imports from Belgium and
Ireland

• Bovine offal, frozen: $44.7m
• Bovine cuts, frozen: $4.6m
• Sheep cuts, frozen: $1.9m

Meat

Agri-business Expansion Initiative
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• One of the most stable and open
democracies in West Africa
• Relatively advanced market in terms of
ease of doing business
• Among the highest GDP per capita in
Africa
• Liberal import policies for most
commodities and products
• Key member of ECOWAS; selected to
host the AfCFTA Secretariat
• Boasts the largest port in Central and
West Africa in terms of capacity
• English as the official language
• Forward-looking government plan
to deliver industrialisation and
diversification, with special regard to
agriculture and agri-business investors

Opportunities
• Market with robust demand growth and
opportunities for the sale of diverse
imported food/agricultural products
• Structural dependence on imports
in various food and beverage and
agricultural commodities (e.g., dairy,
wheat and wine) unlikely to change
• Growing taste for premium food and
wine among upper and middle class
• Large supermarkets and food service
franchises eyeing the market
• Government incentives in support
of agriculture and agri-business
investments
• Excellent springboard to West Africa and
the broader African market

Weaknesses
• Price sensitivity of buyers
• Narrow economic and export base
• Poor port infrastructure; erratic,
lengthy and nontransparent Customs
practices and corruption
• High level of external debt in foreign
currency and weak government
finances
• High cost of freight
• Underdeveloped distribution network in
the grocery retail sector
• Mainly cash-driven economy
• Limited access to finance for importers
and high cost of capital
• Potential changes in product shelf life
given the warm and humid climate

Threats
• Risk of fraudulent business offers and
commercial scams
• Strong competition from traditional
suppliers in Europe and Asia; historic
ties with the UK
• Local currency’s fragility against the US
dollar makes imports expensive during
downturns
• Exporters without attractive
financing options face a considerable
disadvantage
• Clearance delays may exhaust shelf-life
margins and result in the seizure and
destruction of products
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Kenya
Juliet Kanyi

Business Development Manager
Australian Trade and Investment Commission

Kenya
Market Potential

Around 75%
of the population
is under the age of 35

support agricultural production. Despite
agriculture’s centrality to the economy,
however, output is projected to lag behind
the increases in demand that are being
driven by population growth, due in large
part to the slow adoption of sustainable,
productivity-enhancing technologies. At the
same time, emerging preferences among
Kenya’s young professionals and middleand upper-income classes are nurturing
demand for varied product availability
in the food and beverage industry, and
these residents have a particular affinity
for Western-style foods.

2030F
2025F
2020E

Per capita GDP grew at an
average annual rate of

7.5%

between 2010 and 2019,
reaching

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Population of Kenya, 2020E-30F (m)

4

The Kenyan market offers promising
opportunities in the medium to long term,
underpinned by its large, young and
educated population; rapid urbanisation
and growing middle class; expanding
digital economy with deep levels of
financial integration; and positive trade
relations enhanced by regional integration.
The Covid-19 pandemic has damaged
livelihoods and undermined progress in
poverty reduction, but consumer demand
and business activity is expected to
rebound in 2021 as health restrictions are
eased and favourable weather conditions

$1816

Graphics sources: knbs.or.ke; worldbank.org; worldometers.info
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Kenya
Food Retail
Kenya’s retail sector is continuing to expand,
fuelled by an increasingly urban-centric
population, a growing middle class, and
investment in modern retail infrastructure
such as malls and supermarkets. In 2019
the value of sales in modern grocery outlets
increased by 8% to $2.6bn. The market is
expected to continue its upward trajectory,
with Euromonitor International forecasting

expansion at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 9% from 2019 to 2024 to reach
$3.6bn. The country’s e-commerce space has
also grown significantly in recent years, with
the Covid-19 pandemic helping to accelerate
this trend. Today, most of Kenya’s major food
retailers have established an online presence
in partnership with web-based platforms
including Jumia, Glovo and Uber Eats.

Sales in modern grocery
outlets are forecast
to grow by a CAGR
of 9% from
2019 to 2024 to
reach $3.6bn

Main drivers of Kenya’s retail sector as a whole, including food
Changing consumer trends &
preferences: an expanding middle
class with higher disposable incomes is
demanding global trends & services

Demographic shifts: the population
is expanding at a rate of 4% a year,
according to the World Bank

Entry & expansion of local & international
retailers: several international retailers including
Carrefour and local players such as Naivas have
continued to expand their footprint in the market

Recognition of Kenya as a
regional centre: many international
retail organisations regard Kenya as
a gateway to regional markets

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Better infrastructure:
growth of modern retail
space such as malls

Low penetration rate of formal retail:
formal retail accounts for 30% of overall
activity in Kenya, compared to 60% in
South Africa, suggesting room for growth

Graphics sources: cytonn.com; usda.gov; worldbank.org

Top-10 growth products in Kenya

1

Dairy products

2

Distilled spirits & other
alcoholic beverages

3

Snack foods

4

Tree nuts (almonds)

5

Sauces & condiments

6

Pasta & processed
cereals

7

Wine & beer

8

Pet food

9

Pre-prepared food

10

Peanut butter
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Distribution Channels
At 28% of the population, urbanisation
in Kenya remains low even by subSaharan African standards, with an
average of 41% for the region. Kenya
has, however, seen several familyowned enterprises develop in the
retail grocery segment. Tuskys and
Naivas lead in terms of market share

in Nairobi, at around 23% each, after
the Nakumatt chain – another popular
retailer – wound down operations
between 2017 and 2020 when it was
unable to pay debts. Recent years have
also seen the arrival of international
supermarkets and big-box retailers,
such as South Africa’s Massmart

Holdings in 2015, and Botswana’s
Choppies and France’s Carrefour in
2016. Carrefour is the leader of the
high-end market, operating seven
stores in Nairobi. Shoprite, another
South African brand, has expanded
rapidly since its arrival in 2018 by
locating stores in shopping malls.

Key market players
Supermarkets

Wine

Dairy

Red Meat

Grains

Tuskys

Edward Snell & Co

Kühne + Heitz

Blaise Meat Suppliers

Cargill

Naivas

Domaine Kenya

Dodla Dairy Kenya

Fresh Bite Beef & Poultry Supplies

Beta Grains

Nakumatt

Pernod Ricard Kenya

Brookside Dairy

Dannykam Butchery

Highlands Cereals
Grains Kenya

Massmart

Algarve Distributors
Ltd

Awfarah General Trading Co

Wakanini Meat Suppliers

ETG

Choppies

Jays Wines

King Quality Meat Ltd Kenya

Spice World Ltd

Shoprite

Kühne + Heitz

Uchumi

Red Apron

Significant merger and acquisition
activity – notably, the merger of Sokoni
and Quickmart in 2019, and the $15m
secured by Naivas for expansion via
the acquisition of Nakumatt outlets
– suggest that the market will see
sustained growth driven by investment
by both local and foreign actors.

“

The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated the uptake
of e-commerce in Kenya by forcing companies
to reassess the need for brick-and-mortar stores
versus solely an online presence. Subsequently,
supply chains and distribution networks have
shifted and shortened. Covid-19 government
restrictions to curb the pandemic and the existence
of digital technologies, such as M-Pesa, have
enabled e-commerce to grow since the demand
for goods and services is there.
Joseph Macharia, Founder, Mkulima Young

Foodplus
Quickmart

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Graphics sources: worldbank.org; ecommercedb.com; fitchsolutions.com

Quote source: OBG
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Kenya
Conclusions & Recommendations

Strengths

Kenya’s relatively diverse economy and pro-market improvement in the World Bank’s ease of doing
policies; rapid growth in consumer spending, business index. In 2020 Kenya ranked 56th out of
notably within the e-commerce segment; and 190 economies, up from 129th in 2019. However,
central role in the East African Community make challenges remain, such as low purchasing power,
it an attractive market for exporters globally. Over persistent corruption, common infringements of
the past couple of years Kenya has successfully intellectual property rights (IPR) and security
reformed its business environment despite risks. Nevertheless, there is significant potential
headwinds from instability and infrastructure for exports of varied food and beverage (F&B)
products and agricultural commodities.
bottlenecks. This is reflected in the country’s

Wine

Dairy

Grains

Meat

Opportunities

Challenges

Untapped global
export potential

Kenyans are rapidly embracing social drinking
Popular at corporate functions and restaurants
Local wine brands are increasing the market size
Largely unaffected by the Covid-19 pandemic
Highly fragmented, competitive landscape
Players channelling investments in products and packaging
to cater to increasingly sophisticated demand

• Price advantage of
domestic wines
• South Africa accounts
for over half of imports,
followed by France,
Italy, Chile, Spain and
Argentina

• Wine of fresh grapes:
$16.1m
• Wine of fresh grapes
and must: $5m
• Sparkling wine of
fresh grapes: $3.1m

• Growing demand for varied products
• Domestic production hindered by structural problems

• African trade partners
dominate

• Milk: $8.4m
• Low-fat milk
powder: $9.7m

• Local production of wheat meets less than one-third of demand
• Rise of baking
• Current Black Sea export restrictions offer room to diversify
suppliers

• Bulk of imports come
from the Black Sea
region

• Considerable domestic production deficit
• Government focus on exports

• Ban on the import of
beef products

•
•
•
•
•
•

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Graphics source: intracen.org

• Wheat, excluding
durum: $328.8m

• Live bovine animals:
$7.3m

• Largest economy in the EAC, member of
COMESA and the AU, and signed AfCFTA
• Regional centre for trade and finance
• Mombasa the third-largest port in Africa
• Open market-based economy
• Young, large, relatively educated, urban
population and emerging middle class
• Robust telecoms infrastructure and
financial sector; rapidly growing services
and tech sectors
• Progress in reliable electricity supply
• Relative political stability
• Vibrant and diverse tourism sector
• Healthy FDI inflows
• Food security and agricultural productivity
among Big-4 Agenda
• F&B retailers established online presence

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•

High unemployment and poverty
Persistent corruption
Lack of enforcement of IPR protection
Security situation (terrorism risk
near Somalia; political, ethnic and
social divisions; and crime remain top
concerns)
• Lower-middle-income economy with
persistent external assistance needs
• Deficits in fiscal and current accounts,
and weak public resources
• Economic recovery expected in 2021
unlikely to restore the long-term growth
trend

Opportunities

Threats

• Kenya’s young professionals and middleand upper-income classes are nurturing
demand for varied product availability
in F&B, and have a particular affinity for
Western-style foods
• Agricultural output will continue to lag
behind the increases in demand driven by
population growth
• Booming wine market
• High production costs for dairy due in part
to animal feed issues
• Gateway to the EAC
• Once fully implemented, AfCFTA will
present opportunities to penetrate the
wider region

• Strong competition from neighbours in
agriculture, notably in dairy and meat;
and from Europe in grains, feed and wine
• Ongoing trade negotiations with the
US and the UK, with the former keenly
interested in agricultural exports
• More than 70% of consumer-oriented
agricultural products come from six
countries
• Ban of genetically modified imports
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Morocco
Country Overview

World Bank ease
of doing business
ranking

GDP composition of major sectors, 2019

5.5%

53rd

Agriculture
7.1%

Tourism

52%

up from 128th
place in 2010 to

Services
Industry

Renewables
to account for
of the electricity
mix by 2030

out of 190
economies in 2020

Other

Tanger-Med
Port is the
largest port
in terms of
capacity in the
Mediterranean
region

Major population centres, 2021

11.4%

50%

3,794,000
1,907,000

1,245,000

1,238,000

1,017,000

26%

CASABLANCA

Agri-business Expansion Initiative
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Morocco
Market Potential
Morocco is an emerging market of around 37m
consumers, situated next to major European and
African markets. Over the last decade the country
steered significant resources towards sectors
identified as strategic to growth, successfully
attracting large foreign direct investments
inflows and creating dynamic activity in several
sectors, including the automotive industry,
aeronautics and renewable energy. Morocco’s
impressive rise in the World Bank’s ease of doing
business index reflects this sustained reform
momentum. While the pandemic has had a
major impact on the economy, with household

consumption declining by more than 20% in
2020, and the youth unemployment increasing
by 11 percentage points from pre-pandemic
levels to 33%, the government made noteable
strides to cushion these impacts and position
the country for a strong recovery. Despite efforts
to boost productivity in the agriculture sector,
Morocco is highly dependent on food imports and
is expected to remain so until 2025. According
to the most recent data from the UN Food and
Agriculture Organisation, Morocco had a cereal
import dependency ratio of 56.9% in 2018,
compared to the global average of -2%.

Population, 2020-30F (m)
50
40

1.26%

1.11%

0.94%

“

GDP per capita
(current $)

2897 3036 3222 3204

–

Inflation
(consumer prices,
annual %)

1.6

0.8

1.8

0.3

0.7

Unemployment
(% of total labour
force)

9.3

9.2

9.1

9.0

10.2

In a good year Morocco will have about 2.5% growth in the non-agriculture
economy and 2.5% growth in the agriculture sector. If the agriculture sector
performs poorly, it impacts the country’s overall economic performance.

30
20

Hicham Bensaid Alaoui, Former Risk, Information,
Claims and Collection Director, Euler Hermes ACMAR

10
0

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

2020
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2025F

2030F

Graphics sources: worldometers.info; imf.org; knoema.com

Quote source: OBG The Report: Morocco 2020
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Morocco
• Morocco is the 57th-largest e-commerce
market in the world, with revenue of $1.1bn
in 2020

Food Retail
The food retail sector accounted for
13.5% of Morocco’s GDP in 2020.
About half of large-scale retailers
are located in the Casablanca-Rabat
corridor. According to the Ministry
of Industry, around 80% of grocery
shopping is done at traditional
shops, but the popularity of modern
supermarkets and grocery stores
is growing. Indeed, these outlets
are expected to account for 30%
of national consumption by 2025.
While there are considerably more
traditional shops than modern
grocery retailers – at an estimated
243,350 and 2580, respectively, in
2020 – the increase in the number
of modern grocery outlets between
2015 and 2020 has outpaced that
of traditional shops, at 22.9% and
1.5%, respectively.
Several factors are shaping the
evolving nature of the retail sector,
including population growth and

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

urbanisation, and rising levels of
disposable income. Demand for
convenience foods that complement
urban lifestyles reflects this trend,
with sales of ready-to-eat food rising
prior to the pandemic, according to
6Wresearch, and growth expected
in the 2020-26 period as well.
Moving forwards, the online segment
is set to play an increasingly
prominent role in the food retail
sector, and although it currently
accounts for the smallest share
of online sales, consumer habits
have shifted in the wake of the
pandemic, according to research
firm ecommerceDB. Retailers have
changed as well: after the authorities
imposed social-distancing and
lockdown measures in response
to the spread of Covid-19, grocery
shopping shifted online, and some
supermarkets introduced new or
updated digital sales platforms.

Graphics sources: usda.gov; ecommercedb.com

• The segment is forecast to expand at a
compound annual growth rate of 12%
between 2020 and 2024
• Food currently accounts for a relatively small
proportion of total online sales, indicating
significant room for expansion

Breakdown of e-commerce sector
by revenue, 2020 (%)
Electronics & media

10

Fashion
Furniture &
appliances
Toys, hobbies &
do-it-yourself

13

34

17

Food & personal care
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Grocery outlets by channel, 2015 vs 2020E
Top-10 growth products, 2021

% change
MODERN RETAILERS

3000

TRADITIONALRETAILERS

300,000
22.9%

2500
2000

1.5%
200,000

1500
1000

100,000

500
0

2015

2020E

0

2015

1. Tree nuts

6. Poultry &
beef

2. Sweeteners
& confectionery

7. Food
preparations

3. Oilseeds

8. Specialty
wheat

4. Chocolate

9. Fats & oils

5. Dairy
products

10. Vegetables

2020E
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Morocco
Distribution Channels
The hypermarket segment is
dominated by two players: Marjane/
Cofarma Group, with a 50% market
share, and Label’Vie Group, with 33%.
Three smaller retailers follow, with
BIM holding 11% of total retail sales,
Aswak Assallam 8% and Acima 6%.
The hypermarket penetration rate is
low, however, at 15% of the Moroccan
retail market, with over one-third of
consumers having never set foot in a

hypermarket or a supermarket. The
second-most common type of store
is general merchandise stores, which
are frequented at least once a week
by around 20% of the population.
This figure increases to 35% when
looking at large urban centres such
as Casablanca and Rabat. The
continued rise in urbanisation rates
demonstrates the growth potential of
the grocery retail sector. The number

of consumers visiting both general
merchandise stores and hypermarkets
is linked to population density, and
as such, a more urbanised Morocco
will undoubtedly lead to an increase
in grocery outlets’ market share, as
well as the number of stores.
The e-commerce sector, although
comparatively smaller than brick-andmortar grocery retail, is alsonotable.

According to the UN Conference
on Trade and Development’s “B2C
E-commerce Index 2020” report,
the kingdom is among the top10 developing and transitioning
economies in the African region for
e-commerce. Although a lot of work
remains to be done to improve credit
security in the country, internet
payments are on the rise, increasing
by 46.7% in 2019 alone.

Key market players
Supermarkets

Wine

Dairy

Red Meat

Grains

Marjane/Cofarma Group

Groupe des Boissons du Maroc

Danone

Tamout Foods

Cargill

Label’Vie Group

Grand Sud Import Maroc

Nestlé

Via Group SARL

Casa Grains

BIM

Wine Not Distribution

Central Danon

Buranifes

Askawn Food

Aswak Assalam

Groupe Ebertec

Prolainat Maroc

Marocaine Meat Company

CME Solutions

Acima

Pernod Ricard Maroc

COPAG

Norma Holding

GEMO Atlas SARL

Carrefour

Agro Food Industry

Rebound Business SARL

Atacadao

Milk Products Morocco SARL

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Graphics sources: worldbank.org; mcinet.gov.ma
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Morocco
Strengths

Conclusions & Recommendations
Morocco is a vibrant market for exporters and
is investing heavily in infrastructure to position
itself as an offshore manufacturer for Europe
and broker business throughout Africa. Tourists
and affluent consumers offer a niche market
for premium Australian products, notably wine.
Upscale food service and retail expansion could
drive imports of high-end meats and wines, and
introduce a variety of dairy products. Climate
conditions may provide short-term scope to supply
Opportunities
Wine
• Niche market for highpriced imports for
affluent consumers and
tourists

grain at competitive prices. Australian producers
with regional operations, such as GrainCorp,
could leverage Morocco’s proximity to Europe.
Close working relationships can help navigate the
banking/legal systems, which differ considerably
from Australia. Exporters often complain about
payment, notably from government agencies,
partly because Moroccan companies can prepay
up to 30% of shipments pre-importation and
often use letters of credit to finance shipments.

Challenges
•
•
•
•

Limited consumption by locals
• Wine of fresh grapes: $17m
Tourism and food service restrictions in place
• Wine of fresh grapes and must:
Duties, tax and price implications
$10m
Restrictions on licensing, sale and advertisement

Dairy
• Import market for
cheese, butter and UHT
milk

• Strong competition from the EU

•
•
•
•

• Duties added following 2020/21 bumper crop

• Wheat: $400.6m
• Barley: $40.3m
• Durum wheat: $201.9m

Grains • Short-term

Meat

opportunities arise from
fluctuation in domestic
production

• Scope for more imports
of beef and beef products

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Untapped global export potential

Butter: $40.5m
Milk products: $22.7m
Cheese: $40.5m
Low-fat milk powder: $7m

• High duties but lower for processed and semi pro
• Live bovine animals: $46m
• USA producers enjoy preferences (quota)

Graphics source: intracen.org

Weaknesses

• Rapidly growing market
• Consistent political and economic stability
• Impressive rise in ease of doing
business; sustained reform commitment
• Growing integration with the
African market
• Material investment in infrastructure
• FDI and support from the
international community, particularly
the EU
• Top destination for
Western tourists (>12m
visitors in 2018)
• Rapidly modernising via robust
tourism/ trade with Europe;
increasingly Western- influenced
lifestyles among top earners
• Growing trend of upscale food
service and retail expansion

• Youth unemployment, poverty, illiteracy
• Need to recover from concurrent
crises of Covid-19 and drought
• Opaque government
procurement; bureaucratic
decision-making
• Public debt has increased to risky levels
• Price-oriented market; sensitive
food products are heavily regulated
• Regulated, non-convertible currency
• Religious restrictions (halal certificate
for meat/meat products; limits on
import, sale and advertisement of
alcohol)
• Restrictions on pre-payments for imports
• Differences in the banking system
• Legal system is a combination of
French, and Islamic law

• Despite investments to develop
the agriculture sector (e.g., through
improved irrigation infrastructure),
country is expected to remain dependent
on food imports in the near term
• Climate change vulnerability
• Seeking to diversify trading partners
to ensure the security of cereal supply
• Fluctuations in domestic production
may lead to short-term opportunities for
wheat exports
• Additional opportunities from recovery
in tourism, sector development plans
and urbanisation projects
• Scope for companies to base
operations in Morocco as a launch pad
for Africa or

• Import restrictions used to
secure market for domestic
producers and manage stocks
• Strong preference for and links
with the EU, particularly France and
Spain,
underpinned by proximity, historical
ties and migration
• Competition from 56 free
trade agreement partners that may
enjoy tariff-free access in certain
products where high barriers apply
(e.g., EU and USA in meat)
• Productivity gains from
investments in agriculture and
livestock may alter dynamics in the
medium to long term

Opportunities

Threats

Europe
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Nigeria
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Nigeria
Market Potential
Nigeria is Africa's largest economy
and market and has strong potential
as
a
consumer
market,
underpinned by one of the world’s
largest youth populations, increased
urbanisation
and
improving
infrastructure.
Despite
sporadic
efforts
to
boost
domestic
agricultural
production,
Nigeria
remains highly dependent on
food
imports
as
population
growth outpaces economic expansion.
The country’s expenditure on food and
live
animal imports increased from
N1.29trn in 2018 to N1.49trn in 2019,
according to the National Bureau of
Statistics. The pandemic has amplified
the preexisting challenges, with
around 70%
of the population
categorised as living below the poverty
line
or
vulnerable,
and
an
unemployment rate of 33.3%. Nigeria’s
recovery is expected to be modest and
slowly realised under current policies,
with the World Bank
and the IMF
forecasting growth of 1.8% and 2.5%,
respectively, for 2021.
Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Population growth, 2020-50F (m)
500
1.93%

400
300
200

2.62%

2.51%

“

The government has been providing support to agriculture
via the central bank and the Bank of Agriculture, but the
sector still lacks a master plan to guide and structure
budget spending and infrastructure development.
Chaim Zach, CEO, Agrited Nigeria

2.42%

Economic indicators, 2016-19
100
0

GDP per capita ($)
2500
2020

2025F

2030F

Some

46%
of Nigerians
are under the
age of 15

Graphics sources: worldbank.org; worldometers.info
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Nigeria
Food Retail
Nigeria – with a population of 206.1m
in 2020, which accounted for half
of all people living in West Africa –
is the largest food market on the
continent, according to the World
Trade Organisation. The global body
cited high levels of investment in local
production and significant imports
as drivers of growth. The retail food
sector accounted for 16.4% of GDP

in 2020, when its estimated value
was $20bn. According to the Central
Bank of Nigeria, in 2018 Nigerians
spent an average of 73% of their
income on food and beverages.
Although there is a growing trend
of purchasing consumables at
supermarkets and grocery outlets,
around 80% of shopping takes place
in traditional shops and markets.

80% of food shopping is still
conducted in traditional shops
and markets, but consumers
are increasingly shifting to
supermarkets

Nigerians consume around
$250m worth of snackson
an annual basis

Food processing accounts for over 65% of the manufacturing sector’s output
and is valued at around $20bn. Small and medium-sized enterprises, as
well as multinational food-processing companies, play a large role.

• Shift from traditional market to pre-

• Growing demand for ready meals
• Strong demand for breakfast cereals
• Bread remains the most significant
product within baked goods

packaged food
• More local brands competing with foreign
brands

• Cafes & bars increasingly popular

• Move from premium brands to value brands
• Introduction of single-use packaging for

• Consumption of fast food on the rise
• Increase in health awareness campaigns

alcoholic beverages

Top-10 growth products, 2021

The food service industry
is worth over $7bn, with
quick-service restaurants
growing at an average of
25% per year

In 2020 the retail food market
accounted for 16.4% of GDP
and was valued at $2bn

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

Trends in Nigeria’s food & beverage industry

Prepared foods

Wine

Condiments &
sauces

Dairy

Non-alcoholic beverages,
excluding fruit juices

Breakfast cereals

Dog & cat foods

Processed
vegetables

Tree nuts

Beef & pork
products

Graphics sources: usda.gov; flandersinvestmentandtrade.com
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Nigeria
Distribution Channels
With a large and decentralised
population, Nigeria depends on
efficient transport infrastructure
and connections for effective
distribution. Commodities from
abroad are typically handled either
by cargo terminals at the airports
in Lagos, Kano, Abuja and Enugu,
or at the seaports of Apapa and Tin
Can Island. Delivery carriers then
use the road network to service
nearly all parts of the country. The
government is looking to invest in
rail connections as a viable transport
solution between seaports and
airports, and major distribution and
production centres.
Although Nigeria’s agricultural
production is spread across the
country, its distribution network
comprises a few large conglomerates,
such as Olam. The local distributor is
the nation’s largest non-oil exporter,
and focuses on cashews, cocoa,

Agri-business Expansion Initiative

sesame, grains, protein, packaged
food and animal feed. However,
new players are challenging
legacy competitors. Trade Depot
is a business-to-business start-up
established in 2016 that creates
distribution networks by matching
producers with Nigeria’s many
micro-retailers. Such services
fit the economic landscape well,
considering the high number of
independent shops, and will allow
more products to reach Nigerians
of all income levels.
Most of the population is dependent
on the informal sector for groceries,
and informal channels become more
popular when disposable incomes
fall. In a similar vein, many Nigerians
shop on a near-daily basis due to
fluctuating daily incomes, sometimes
visiting kiosks or open-air markets
more than once per day, instead of
shopping at formal supermarkets.

Graphics source: worldbank.org

Key market players
Supermarkets

Wine

Dairy

Red Meat

Grains

Spar Market

BA Nigeria
Distribution Ltd

Peak Milk

Taiba Farms

Olam

Shoprite

MyShayo

Flour Mills of
Nigeria

Viande
D’enterprise

Al Abram Commercial and
General Enterprises

Everyday
Supermarket

Ekulo Wine World

Larise Foods
Nigeria

Aha Group of
Companies

Afrimex Global Resources

Market Square

Drinks.ng

Anextro Inc

Multi Green International
Nigeria Ltd

Game

Wine Depot
Nigerian LTD

Urbanisation, 2010-20 (% of total population)
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E-commerce
Although most shopping in Nigeria is done in person at informal shops and traditional
markets, both small and large retailers have a strong online presence. E-commerce
revenue in the country stood at $5bn in 2020 – 42% higher than in 2019 – propelled by
the Covid-19 pandemic and the fall in sales at brick-and-mortar establishments. The main
online retailers are Jumia, Yakata and Konga.
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Nigeria
Conclusions & Recommendations
Nigeria offers returns in nearly every sector for
exporters with an appetite for risk and a willingness
to navigate the regulatory system. Consumers
are attracted to imported foods and goods,
signalling potential for a broader product range
– especially as restrictions on trade are lifted and
incomes rise. The local ownership of distribution
networks places operators that enter the market

in an advantageous position to penetrate the
continent. Even so, risks associated with security,
foreign exchange and policy uncertainty have
deepened. Depreciation – as well as restrictions
imposed to stimulate domestic industries and
preserve US dollar reserves – further stifle nearterm prospects for new entrants. Working with
customers to mitigate volatility can ease risks.

Opportunities

Wine

Dairy

Grains

Meat

Strengths

Challenges

Untapped global export
potential

• Established, large and growing market
• Shifting consumer profile as women and young professionals
take the lead
• Concentrated market: Ekulo Group major importer and leader
in sales

• Market dominated by the US and theEU
• Price concerns heightened with currency
depreciation

• Growing gap between demand and production
• Milk powder, low-fat milk powder, concentrated milk and
cream, buttermilk, fresh cheese

• Import restrictions still in place, although
lifted for specific firms
• Competition from New Zealand and the EU

• Significant potential in soft wheat
• Australian wheat is popular among manufacturers when
prices allow
• Domestic wheat is unsuitable for commercially preferred
products; millers who pay above international levels for
domestic wheat express discontent and advocate for
increased imports

• Foreign exchange restrictions
• Policy uncertainty surrounding the
government’s goal of 50% self-sufficiency
in wheat
• Competition from Russia, Canada, the US,
Lithuania and Latvia

• $519.2m in wheat,
excluding durum

• Rapid population growth and urbanisation shifting consumer
preferences towards meat

• Restricted and banned import list includes
several products in this category, such as
certain pork and beef products

• $42,500 for meat and
offal
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• Wine of fresh grapes:
$55.6m
• Sparkling wine of fresh
grapes: $19.7m
• $63.8m in milk powder;
• $46.2m in low-fat milk
powder

• Largest population and economy by
GDP in Africa
• Young, rapidly urbanising population
with an entrepreneurial spirit and
appetite for consumption
• Government focus on developing the
agriculture sector as a main pillar of
economic diversification
• Accounts for 70% of the GDP of
ECOWAS, and serves as the body’s
headquarters.
• Member of the Commonwealth
• Established player in regional
distribution networks, especially in
e-commerce
• English is the official language

Opportunities
• Gateway to Africa
• Ongoing migration from the multiple
exchange rate regime towards a single
exchange rate system
• Significant potential as a consumer
market with one of the world’s
youngest populations
• Set to become the world’s third-most
populous country by 2050
• Changing dietary habits of upper
and middle class fuel demand for
introduction of a greater variety of
wheat-based products, dairy and wine
• Import volumes expected to grow as
investment shortfalls, climate change
and security issues keep the country
dependent on imports

Weaknesses
• High levels of poverty
• Uncertain prospects for postpandemic recovery and economic
growth further constrained by
decarbonisation trends
• Instability, land border closures and
criminal activity
• Corruption and non-transparent
economic decision-making, especially
in government procurement
• Complex regulations involving a
multitude of local institutions and
standards with which food and
beverage imports must conform
• Inadequate infrastructure
• Lack of effective judicial due process

Threats
• Deteriorating economic and security
situation
• Depreciation of the naira and chronic
US dollar shortage
• Capital controls and foreign exchange
restrictions
• Import restrictions on some food
items, notably meat products
• Volatile income and economic growth
due to dependence on oil prices and
foreign exchange earned from crude
exports
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Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by Oxford Business Group for the Commonwealth of Australia, represented by
the Australian Trade and Investment Commission (Austrade). It is a general overview and is not intended to
provide exhaustive coverage of the topic. The information is made available on the understanding that the
Commonwealth of Australia is not providing professional advice. While care has been taken to ensure that the
information in this report is accurate, the Commonwealth of Australia does not accept any liability for any loss
arising from reliance on the information, or from any error or omission, in the report. Any person relying on this
information does so at their own risk. The Commonwealth of Australia recommends the person exercise their
own skill and care, including obtaining professional advice, in relation to their use of the information for their
purposes. The Commonwealth of Australia does not endorse any company or activity referred to in this report,
and does not accept responsibility for any losses suffered in connection with any company or its activities.

What’s next?
Email the Austrade team at africa@austrade.gov.au to receive your copy of the report

New to Austrade? Get in touch to see how we can help and ask specific questions about grants,
programs and services

• 13 28 78

Try the Guide to Exporting tool to identify, understand and prioritise markets

• export.business.gov.au

Read more about the $72m Agribusiness Expansion Initiative

• agriculture.gov.au
• austrade.gov.au

Keep informed about the latest agribusiness news

• austrade.gov.au/news/
newsletters

Thank you for attending

Sorry if we didn’t answer
your specific question

We’ll follow up on
outstanding issues

Please complete the
survey that will be
emailed to you –
helps us develop
what you need

Recording available –
we’ll send out a link

